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Select ive and Natural  InclusionaI Modes of  Ceneral isat ion

Jack Whitehead (Rl 105) has recently warned against the danger

of regarding'educational '  research and theory as a part icular

subsection, whose role is to enhance pol icy and practice,

of more general 'education' research and theory.

I wish to agree withWhitehead by saying that,

if anything, the relation between'educational' and

'education'research should be viewed the other way

around, i.e. with'educational'being regarded as more

general in both its philosophical approach and practical

implications. I do this on the basis of a contrast

between the kind of generalisation that follows

from abstract rationaliry which currently underpins

most conventional education research, and that

which flows from whatWhitehead recognises as the

mo re c o mprehensive' natur al inclusio na1' app ro ach

(se e Rayne r, 2006) of 'living' educational theory.

thinking for millennia - the notion that matter can

be isolated from space and that space is an absence

of presence or'nothingness', uninvolved in natural

creativiry. The fallacy in this premise is obvious

when it is appreciated that form without space

would consist of a dimensionless, static, point-mass,

and space without form would be featureless.

Nature, so far as our senses and scientific enquiries

have allowed us to detect, is neither of these.

Inclusional generalisation, by contrast, is based on the

understanding of all natural form as flow-form - an

energetic configuration of space in figure and filure

in space, such that space, as a receptive (non-resistive)

presence, is not assumed to be discontinuous (i.e. to

stop at discrete boundary limit$.This view is consistent

with scientific observation and makes consistent sense

(free from internal contradiction).

Whereas rationalistic generalisation is based on

abstraction of matter from space, which has the effect of

substituting the unnatural dynamics of discrete material

bodies in a convenient but non-existent fixed reference

frame with x, !,2 and t co-ordinates, inclusional

generalisation is based on non-abstraction. Inclusionally,

all natural presence, including that rvhich cannot be

divided or defined within finite limits (i.e. the receptive

'nothingness' of'space') is taken into consideration.

What has all this got to do s'ith the difference between

educational and educarion theories? Jack-Whitehead
(2008) speaks of lir-ing educational theories being

generated to esplain the educational influences of

individuals in their orvn learning, in the learning of

others and in the learning of social formations.This is

r-en'clearlv l(rr an approach that objectively distances

reacher tron srudent, or student from student, but

includes both and all in a mutual and co-creative

learning process rvithout fear or favour. it corresponds

sirh the er-olurionary process that I have described

x'narural inclusion' (Rayner 2006).This is the

co-creatir-e, fluid dynamic transformation of all

rhrough all in receptive spatial context, which contrasts

sith Danr.ini description of 'natural selection'- an

o\\'moron based on rationalistic generalisation - as'the

presen-ation of favoured races in the struggle for life'.

Current objective testing of standards of performance

continues to be based all too obviously on the latter.

What kind of difference would it make to move on

to a more inclusional approach?

"Let us teach generosity and altruism,
we are born selfish.

Rationalistic generalisation is anything but general

in its applicabiliry because it is based on the remoual -

not comprehensive inclusion - of natural variety

by a process of selective elimination. Its intention is

to simplifv evervthing by reducing the diversin. of

unique local perspectir.es available from an all-round

rieu' of an arena to the confornrin' of a single

consensus vies- or'los-est corrunon denominator'.

An idealised objectir-e'norm .'nlean or'rnedian'.

deuched from the subjecdr-e perception of rhe

obnen-er is hence defrned. all depamrr* from u-hich

are regarded as nndom'noise'.'der-iadon' or'error .

But sith this reducrion. somerhinq- or. rather.

sor,re.vlrcre " rital to er-olutionan- and educational

understanding gets throrrn out as'bathsarer'. learing

the'babv' of'unique selt-idendq-' stranded in nalied

isolation.What goes missing is the dyamic contexr

of narural energ\- flou- that iner-tricablv includes and

both influences and is influenced bv the obsen-er.

The objective exclusion of the obsen-er trom the

observed is based on an unrealiscicallv disconrinuous

logical premise that has held srvay in rarionalisric

because
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From cruetty to kindness: the [ iving logic and language
of inclusionaI general isat ion and educat ionaI theory
The way we use language both expresses and reinforces the way we
think. on the basis of rationalistic absrraction, Richard Dawkins (19s9)
has urged:"If you wish, as I do, to build a sociery in which individuals

co-operate generously and unselfishly towards a common good, you
can expect little help from biological nature. Let us teach generosify
and altruism, because we are born selfish." Perhaps, however, the real
need is to stop using rationalistic logic and language to teach ourselves,
as Dawkins does, that we are'competitive survival machines'and

to recognise instead what Ted Lumley (2008) has described as 'the

natural inclusion of nurture'.

The logic and language of inclusional generalisation di{fers
qwalitatiuely from the logic and language of rationalistic generalisation,

in a way that can radically change human attitudes in the workplace,
in the classroom and in our everyday relationships with one another
and the natural world. Rationalistic logic and language defines every
'thing' as a discrete material f igure - an'object' or'subject'- that can
be isolated from the space it includes and is included in.This habit
perpetuates the illusion that matter both excludes and occupies space,
and resultant logic of opposition of one thing ro another, which lies
at the root of human conflict and cruelry.

Inclusional and educational language involves a move on from the
harshly definitive'language of illusion'to a kinder, more permissive

and alive 'language of allusion' that identifies natural flow-forms in
terms of their dynamic relational qualities, not as categorical quantities.

The intention is to evoke, enliven and evolve the possibilities of
diverse meanings, not unrealistically to narrow and nail them down
for all time.

The living language of inclusionaliry and educational theory needs

therefore to avoid convenient but potentially misleading word-bytes

and metaphors that imply stasis, fixture, time-framing, objectification,

sequential cause and effect, closure and prescription.Where possible,

these are replaced by expressions that imply fluidiry openness,

circulation, improvisation and the inextricabiliry from one another

of time, space, energy and matter. Such use of language that doesn't

stamp its authority on the receiver is one example of the kind of
' inclusional educational practice'that stems from the principle of
'sense and sensibil ify', in place of rationalistic'pride and prejudice'.

But it can require some care and patience both to speak and to hear this
way in a culture increasingiy accustomed to the'digital language'that

gains an unnaturally strident clarity by losing its soulful undercurrent.

Inclusional logic and language could hence help us to develop a'natural

philosophy of kindness' (cf. Phillips and Taylor,2009) that we can use
in the general educational theory and practice that enhances our own

learning, the learning of others and the learning of social formations.
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